40 CHAIRS IN 4 FEET

ALFREDO HÄBERLI Switzerland
40/4 SEE-SAW

TRANSLATING A CHAIR TO A TABLE

SIMO HEIKKLÄ Finland
SNOWLAND 40/2 - 40/4 ON 40 YEARS OLD SKIS

PATRICIA URQUIOLA Italy
JOHN BOLLEN England
40 CHAIR FRAMES IN THREE COLOURS ON MIRROR ONE-PERSON 40/4 TABLE

“When the 40/4 chair turned 40 years old, I was invited to participate in the
design event “40 chairs in 4 feet”, which was a tribute to David Rowland’s
classic design icon. During this project I asked myself the simple question,
‘What can I possibly add to this perfect chair?’ When I finally found the
answer it seemed obvious, ‘A matching table!’ I quickly realised that it was an
incredibly difficult task to “translate” the chair’s form to a table, which is a
completely different piece of furniture. Construction principles, functionality,
strength and ergonomics all needed to be fully integrated. After a lot of work I
finally had what I would call ‘The perfect match’. This is my tribute to 40/4!”
JOHN BOLLEN
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Tutor not only borrows the 40/4 chair’s
understated design language, but also its
outstanding stacking and handling capabilities.
Thirty tables elegantly stack within a height
of only 1660 mm.

ESSEC Business School, Cergy-Pontoise, France

Tutor is a high density stacking table for use in education and training establishments where flexibility is key and
the maximum utilisation of space is of paramount importance. Developed as a companion table to the renowned
40/4 stacking chair, the chair and table provide the ultimate space-saving solution for flexible learning interiors.
The table uses the same materials, angles, proportions and mounting principles as the best-selling chair 40/4.
By combining Tutor and 40/4, you get optimal ergonomics, great flexibility and the perfect design combination
for your interior.

